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Introduction

1.1 The Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005 is being updated. The new borough-wide Local Plan
will consist of a number of documents including the Core Strategy. This will set out the long
term vision for the borough and provide the strategic policy framework for development in the
borough. We are consulting on the Emerging Core Strategy between November 2012 and
January 2013.

1.2 The Emerging Core Strategy has identified a housing requirement of 7,200 new homes for
the 18 year period 2011 to 2029 and sets a target of 6,800 new homes to be provided within
Welwyn Hatfield. Joint working with adjoining authorities and other stakeholders will be required
to bring forward land for housing that lies outside the borough to deliver the remaining dwellings.

1.3 Because of the limited capacity for new housing within our towns and villages, it will not be
possible to meet this target unless land that currently lies outside our urban areas is identified
for housing.

1.4 To support the Core Strategy, we need to ensure that there are suitable opportunities in
sustainable locations to deliver the housing target. We have considered the merits of a number
of locations and sites around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield. These have been promoted
for housing development by various landowners and developers.

1.5 The Emerging Core Strategy proposes that in order to deliver the housing target, an area of
land outside the urban area of Welwyn Garden City, which is currently designated as an Area
of Special Restraint and safeguarded for long term development needs, would need to be
released for housing. In addition, we will need to carry out Green Belt boundary reviews around
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield in order to identify a sufficient supply of land over the plan
period.

1.6 We would welcome your views on whether or not you agree that the opportunities we have
identified in this document would be the most suitable locations and sites for housing when
compared to the alternatives, where these exist.

1.7 Once a decision has been made, selected sites will then be identified in a draft Site Allocations
document, which will also identify possible housing sites located within defined urban areas,
employment and retail areas and areas of Urban Open Land.

1.8 Any broad locations for growth i.e. locations which because of their large scale will require
master planning to guide their development, will be identified and brought forward in Area
Action Plans.

The role of a site allocations document

1.9 The principal role of a site allocations development plan document is to identify areas of land
where certain types of development will be acceptable in principle such as housing,
employment, retail, education and leisure, or in the case of allocations such as Urban Open
Land, where development would normally be resisted.

1.10 A site allocations document provides a degree of certainty that suitable forms of development
can be located on specified sites, subject to the grant of planning permission when considered
against all relevant development plan policies.
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The role of an area action plan

1.11 The principal role of an area action plan is to provide the planning framework for an area where
large scale growth is proposed, identifying within defined boundaries the distribution of land
uses that will be required to deliver a sustainable form of development, alongside other matters
such as design principles and the provision of infrastructure. They also set out, as far as
practicable, the timetable for the implementation of the proposals together with the criteria that
will be used for assessing planning applications.

1.12 Area action plans provide a degree of certainty that suitable forms of development can be
located in specified locations, subject to the grant of planning permission when considered
against the relevant master plan and all relevant development plan policies.

The purpose of this consultation

1.13 In order to assist the council in taking forward the proposed strategy for housing growth as
set out in the Emerging Core Strategy, and in advance of the council preparing a site allocations
document and any area action plans, we would welcome your views. We would like to know
if you agree that the opportunities we have identified in this document would be the most
suitable locations and sites for housing around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield when
compared to the reasonable alternatives, where these exist.

Commenting on the proposed strategy for housing growth

1.14 If you wish to comment on the proposed strategy for housing growth, which includes the
exceptional case for bringing land forward for housing from locations around Welwyn Garden
City and Hatfield, which are currently located within the Green Belt or subject to similar policies
of restraint, then we would ask that you direct these comments to the consultation on the
Emerging Core Strategy.

Locations which are identified in this consultation document?

1.15 Areas of land, which have been promoted for development, within all of the potential broad
locations around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield, as described in the Core Strategy Issues
and Options Paper 2009, are included in this document.

1.16 This document also identifies land, which has been assessed as suitable for development,
adjoining Welwyn Garden City, which was not part of a potential broad location as described
in the Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper 2009.

1.17 The borough-wide plan and the plan for Welwyn Garden City also refers to the potential
expansion of Welwyn Garden City on land within the administrative boundary of East Herts
District Council. This area of land has been promoted for development and adjoins Welwyn
Garden City. The broad area is shaded blue and is annotated as PE. As this land falls outside
the borough, this will be a matter for East Herts District Council to consider and therefore no
site assessment is included in this document.
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Locations which are not identified in this consultation document

1.18 Alternative sites in Green Belt locations, which have been identified either through earlier
technical work or because they have been promoted to the council for housing by landowners
and developers at various points in time, have been assessed in the council’s Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment (Phase 2: Land Outside Urban Areas)
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/planning

1.19 These alternative sites are not included in this consultation document because the Emerging
Core Strategy does not propose that Green Belt boundary reviews should take place around
any of the borough’s villages or small settlements or in other rural parts of the borough. Neither
does the Emerging Core Strategy propose that land in the Green Belt should be identified for
housing around the towns where sites do not adjoin an existing urban boundary as this would
not be consistent with the approach proposed in the Emerging Core Strategy. In addition, land
within the broad locations around the towns, which was assessed as unsuitable at stage one
of the SHLAA is not included in this consultation document.

Sustainability Appraisal

1.20 Sustainable development is the key principle underlying the planning system. Sustainability
Appraisal is a tool that is used to predict the economic, environmental and social effects of a
plan to ensure that it is the most sustainable plan in light of alternatives considered.
Sustainability Appraisal incorporates Strategic Environmental Assessment, which is required
under European law.

1.21 The Emerging Core Strategy is informed by a Sustainability Appraisal. This has considered
the sustainability advantages and disadvantages of reasonable alternative distribution options
and broad locations for growth around the towns. A full appraisal of the settlement strategy
has also been carried out. This considers the implications of releasing land from the Green
Belt.

1.22 The draft site allocations document and draft area action plans, which have yet to be prepared,
will also be subject to a full Sustainability Appraisal. This will appraise in detail the options and
inform the plan preparation process, but for now the assessments of suitability of each of the
locations included within this consultation document give an indication of the issues that will
be relevant to the Sustainability Appraisal.

1.23 The report of the Sustainability Appraisal of the site allocations document and area action
plans, together with options considered, will be made available on the council’s website and
at information points around the borough when the draft site allocations document and the
area action plans are published for consultation prior to the council making final decisions.

Development Plan Context

1.24 The council is publishing for consultation the Emerging Core Strategy. This seeks to provide
for the borough’s long term growth requirements.

1.25 The Site Allocations and Area Action Plan documents will be development plan documents
and they must be in general conformity with the Core Strategy, the National Planning Policy
Framework and other national planning policy.
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1.26 The Emerging Core Strategy proposes a housing requirement of 7,200 new homes, 6,800 of
which are to be provided for withinWelwyn Hatfield, over the period 2011 to 2029. It is estimated
that around 3000 of these new homes could be delivered from capacity on sites within existing
defined urban areas (urban capacity) together with other sites outside urban areas that already
benefit from planning permission. Due to the limited known availability of suitable sites within
existing urban areas, in order to plan for the housing target, an exceptional review of Green
Belt boundaries will need to take place and land will need to be released from areas outside
existing urban areas.

Emerging Core Strategy Policy CS3 “Settlement Strategy” states:

“The primary focus for new development will be in and around the two towns of Welwyn Garden
City and Hatfield where accessibility to strategic transport networks and public transport is good
and the greatest potential exists to integrate different modes of transport, make efficient use
of previously developed land and existing concentrations of services and facilities, assist
regeneration, support growth in the local economy, add capacity to physical and social
infrastructure where necessary, and minimise the impact of growth on the character, setting
and pattern of the borough’s settlements.

The secondary focus for development will be within the large excluded villages of Brookmans
Park, Cuffley, Welham Green and Welwyn at a scale compatible with the more limited range
of job opportunities, services and facilities available in these locations. The tertiary focus for
development will be within the small excluded villages of Digswell, Oaklands and Mardley Heath
and Woolmer Green and the excluded settlement of Little Heath, reflecting their lower levels
of services and facilities.

Elsewhere, any development will be strictly limited to that which is compatible with its green
belt location and rural setting.

In order to make the most effective use of resources, the priority will be to maximise the use of
previously developed land.

Development which would affect the position of a settlement within the hierarchy or result in a
reduction of its services and facilities which would be to the detriment of the local community
will be resisted.”

Emerging Core Strategy Policy CS4 “Green Belt Boundaries and Safeguarded Land” states:

“ There will be a continuing emphasis on the retention of long-standing Green Belt restraint in
the borough and Green Belt boundaries that will endure during and beyond the plan period.
However, in order to meet the overall housing target during the plan period, safeguarded land
will need to be brought forward and land will need to be exceptionally released from the Green
Belt.

At the broad locations for growth to the north-east of Welwyn Garden City for around 700
dwellings in accordance with Policy CS15; and to the north-west of Hatfield for around
2000 dwellings in accordance with Policy CS18; and
AroundWelwyn Garden City and Hatfield, where suitable opportunities exist in sustainable
locations to create urban extensions for around 315 new dwellings.

5- Land for Housing Outside Urban Areas
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The extent of amendments to Green Belt boundaries and the indicative timing for the
development of any land to be released will be identified through the Site Allocations
Development Plan Document or the Area Action Plans that will guide development at the broad
locations for growth. The broad locations for growth are identified on the key diagram.

The council supports the principle of development on land at a broad location to the east of
Welwyn Garden City but within the administrative area of East Herts, which is currently located
in the Green Belt, for housing growth towards the end of and beyond the plan period. The
council will work with others to ensure that development in this location is supported by the
appropriate social, physical and green infrastructure and is well integrated withWelwyn Garden
City.

In order to ensure that Green Belt boundaries will not need to be moved again at the end of
the plan period; land to the west of Hatfield will be released from the Green Belt and identified
as a broad location for safeguarded land through the Site Allocations Development Plan
Document and on the key diagram. Safeguarded land will only be released for development
following a review of the Core Strategy and when the council’s monitoring indicates that
insufficient land exists from within the borough’s defined urban areas to meet longer term
housing requirements beyond the plan period, and green infrastructure has been established
to provide a permanent separation between Hatfield and the village of Smallford. Until such
time, there will be a presumption against its inappropriate development consistent with Green
Belt policy.”

The suitability of sites for housing

1.27 In order to ensure that suitable sites are available to deliver the strategy, sites have been
considered taking into account:

Any significant constraints such as road access, flood zones, agricultural land quality,
infrastructure capacity including highways and schools, sensitive landscapes and their
capacity to absorb change, wildlife designations, heritage assets, the presence of mineral
reserves, land contamination and pollution.
Whether sites are located in sustainable locations with the opportunity to access public
transport, and to walk and cycle, so that communities can gain convenient access to jobs
and the range of services and facilities that they need without an over reliance on car
based journeys.
Matters that could affect deliverability such as certainty around availability, phasing, joint
working between landowners and scheme viability, given the future need to provide for
a mix of housing type and tenures including affordable housing and infrastructure
requirements.

1.28 For the largest locations, we also considered whether the potential exists to create sustainable
new neighbourhoods or to enhance an existing adjoining neighbourhood area and strategic
infrastructure requirements.

The format of this consultation document

1.29 On the following pages you will find a plan of the borough showing areas of land around the
towns of Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield, which are located outside existing defined urban
areas including land which currently lies within the Green Belt. You will also find similar plans
for each of these settlements.
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1.30 These plans identify two areas of land within the borough (one around Welwyn Garden City
and one around Hatfield), which are set out in Policy CS4 of the Emerging Core Strategy as
possible broad locations for housing growth. One of these areas is currently designated as
an Area of Special Restraint in the Welwyn Hatfield District plan 2005 and is safeguarded for
future development requirements, i.e. it is not in the Green Belt, and one area is currently in
the Green Belt. The plans also identify two smaller areas of land (one around Welwyn Garden
City and one around Hatfield) which we consider could be possible sites for urban extensions.
All of these locations would need to come forward for housing before 2029.

1.31 The plans also identify an area of land (around Hatfield) as a possible broad location to be
safeguarded for housing growth beyond the plan period.

1.32 Other sites have also been identified on the plans. These comprise land within the potential
broad locations for growth which were originally set out in the Core Strategy Issues and Options
Paper 2009. We do not consider that these other sites represent the most suitable opportunities
for housing.

1.33 Following each settlement plan is a series of more detailed plans with our present assessment
of each area of land. All of these areas have been promoted for housing by landowners and
developers.

1.34 For background information, at Appendix A is a borough-wide map which identifies key
constraints in the borough.

How to respond

1.35 The consultation period runs from 12 November 2012 to 18th January 2013.

1.36 Please complete a questionnaire online at: www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan2012

1.37 Alternatively, you can complete a response form and return it by post to: The Planning Policy
Team, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, The Campus, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire.
AL8 6AE.

1.38 Please return the form and any comments you have by 5pm on 18th January 2013.

What will happen next?

1.39 The views we receive will inform the preparation of the proposed submission version of the
Core Strategy, the draft Site Allocations document and draft Area Action Plans. These
documents will all be subject to consultation before final versions are prepared and submitted
to the Secretary of State for examination.

7- Land for Housing Outside Urban Areas
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WGC1

Location: South of Welwyn Garden City

Possible Urban ExtensionWGC1Site Reference

14.3HaSite AreaN/AIssues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

AgricultureCurrent UseX: 524,382.349OS Grid Reference

Y: 210,743.498

2014/15 to 2018/19Proposed Phasing200Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Green Belt. Adjacent to two Wildlife Sites; one to the south-west corner of the site and
one to the east of the site. Account will need to be taken of any protected species.
Pylons and overhead cables cross the site in a north westerly direction defining the

Designations and
Constraints

southern extent of the area promoted for residential development. Options for access
may be constrained due to road width, curvature and poor sight-lines in places. Within
an outer area of groundwater protection which may restrict the type of suitable
sustainable urban drainage systems.

An area of farmland on the southern edge of Welwyn Garden City located to the south
of an existing residential area. Eastern part of site is split from the main part of the site
by a road running north to south. Accessibility to public transport services will be

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

important given the distance from the site to the town centre. The landscape has been
assessed as having little ecological or botanical value and as having a medium to high
capacity to accommodate change. The opportunity exists to provide a new area of open
space, to the south of new dwellings. The site is not identified as a preferred area for
mineral extraction. Within walking distance of a small neighbourhood centre which could
serve the day to day needs of new residents but not so accessible to GP services and
will generate additional demand for school places and other infrastructure. Site is of
sufficient size (with an estimated capacity for 200 dwellings) to accommodate a range
of housing types, sizes and tenures. Land is available.

- Land for Housing Outside Urban Areas10
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Because the site will not be large enough to deliver new facilities on site, provision will
need to be made to meet the infrastructure needs arising from development, e.g. primary
school places, G.P. services, etc. Creation of good connectivity to the existing

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

neighbourhood centre and good accessibility to public transport networks. Green
infrastructure including the provision of new open space to the south, boundary
landscaping to soften the impact between existing and new development and any
additional measures that may be required due to the proximity of adjoining wildlife sites.
Use of suitable Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) to protect quality of
groundwater.

In accordance with Emerging Core Strategy Policy CS4 “Green Belt boundaries” and
Safeguarded Land. Site and approach to phasing to be identified in the Site Allocations
document.

Implementation

Considered suitable to take forward as an urban extension.Conclusion
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WGC4

Location: North East of Welwyn Garden City

Possible Broad LocationWGC4Site Reference

27.9 Ha (does not
include land
hatched on plan)

Site AreaA (PG33)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

Main use:
Aerodrome (light
aircraft, grass

Current Use:X: 526,870.398

Y: 213,195.225

OS Grid Reference:

runway) and a small
Greenfield site (not
in active use).

2019/20 to 2023/24Proposed Phasing700Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Area being promoted for housing is currently designated as An Area of Special Restraint
(ASR) in the Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005, which is shown shaded orange on the
plan above. However, landowners have also identified land that falls within the Green
Belt to the north of the ASR and a Structural Landscape Area, which is shown as hatched
green on the plan above.

Designations and
Constraints

The south east boundary of the site abuts an Ancient Woodland. A Right of Way cuts
across the west of the site from north to south. Possibility of swallow holes within the
site. Emerging Core Strategy policy CS15 identifies this site as a possible Broad Location
for Growth to the North East of Welwyn Garden City.
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Most of the site is currently in use as Panshanger Aerodrome, which would close if
development were to go ahead here. Whilst the western part of the site would be
accessible to an existing neighbourhood centre and a school, the eastern part of the

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

site is not. Estimated dwelling capacity (of around 700 dwellings) would support only a
very limited range of new facilities and if these were provided in the eastern part of the
site, this could help improve access to facilities for the existing community. Development
will generate need for additional primary and secondary school places as well as other
infrastructure requirements such as health facilities. Size of location would be sufficient
to deliver a mix of housing types and tenures including provision for a new Gypsy and
Traveller site. Two landowners willing to work together to bring this site forward. Not a
preferred area for mineral extraction although land here forms part of a sand and gravel
belt and part of the site has the potential for gravel extraction. The landscape has been
assessed as havingmedium sensitivity to change andmedium capacity to accommodate
change.

Area for development will need to be consistent with emerging Core Strategy policy
CS15 and will therefore be mainly limited to the existing Area of Special Restraint shown
on the District Plan Proposals Map 2005. Green infrastructure measures including the

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

River Valleys project in the Welwyn Hatfield Green Infrastructure Plan (project 3),
structural landscaping and other landscaping would be required to offset any negative
effects that development would have on the quality, character and value of the landscape
and to provide enhanced access. Would need to ensure no adverse impact on habitats
due to proximity of the Mimram (a chalk stream) and the SSSI at Tewinbury. Provision
for an individual convenience shop at the eastern end of site. Depending upon proximity
to residential properties, phasing may need to take account of the potential for gravel
extraction. Would need to contribute towards increasing primary and secondary school
capacity and other infrastructure requirements such as health facilities. Sustainable
transport plan to include improvements to increase accessibility to bus services. Presence
of swallow holes to be established and any measures identified to be addressed.

To be taken forward in an Area Action Plan in accordance with Emerging Core Strategy
policy CS15. Minor revisions only to the existing Green Belt boundary would be
considered and only where this would be necessary to demonstrably improve the layout
and sustainability of development.

Implementation

Whilst the site is not large enough to generate the dwelling capacity required to sustain
a full range of neighbourhood facilities, it has the potential to provide for local
convenience needs, enhancing provision for the existing community in this part of

Conclusion

Welwyn Garden City. The site is not located in the Green Belt and a review of Green
Belt boundaries would only take place if this would demonstrably improve the layout
and sustainability of development.

Considered suitable to take forward as a Broad Location for growth.
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WGC5

Location: South East Welwyn Garden City

Other LandWGC5Site Reference

Total: 136.2HaSite AreaB (PG34)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

Un-worked
agricultural land,
rough grassland

Current UseX: 526,564.713

Y: 210,980.915

OS Grid Reference

some evidence of
horse grazing. Part
of area is a former
land fill site

N/AProposed Phasing1,200Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Green Belt. The site adjoins twoWildlife Sites, one to the west and the other to the north
east. The former is also a Local Nature Reserve. The north boundary adjoins an Area
of Archaeological Significance. Parts of the area are identified as being within flood

Designations and
Constraints

zones 2,3a and 3b. There is a Right of Way cutting across the site from north to south
from Holwell Hyde Farm to Hertford Road, with another Right of Way linking eastwards
from the north south path in the centre of the site eastwards to Hertford Road.

- Land for Housing Outside Urban Areas14
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Area being promoted for housing has been given an estimated capacity for around
1,200 dwellings by landowner. Construction could start within three or four years;
completion could be achieved within 15 years. Promoter says the site would be

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

developed in the style of a Garden Suburb to respect the design of WGC. There is
sewage capacity and the location is strategically well placed for capacity on the road
network; namely the A414. Existence of contamination from former landfill area restricts
capacity to below the critical mass required to create a sustainable new neighbourhood.
This would be further constrained by the flood zones and the need to provide a buffer
to the adjoining Local Nature Reserve. Large enough to provide a mix of housing type
and tenure including provision for Gypsies and Travellers. Areas being promoted for
housing have been assessed as having a medium capacity to accommodate change
within the landscape. Only the area of the site adjacent to Thistle Grove is within 800m
walking distance of Hall Grove neighbourhood centre and development would still require
its own neighbourhood centre to meet the day to day needs of the new population. Poor
relationship to existing development which would be a barrier to good connectivity
between existing and new communities. Would result in an incoherent urban and Green
Belt boundary to the south-east of Welwyn Garden City. Would need to increase primary
and secondary school capacity. The existing footpath links to Welwyn Garden City
through the Local Nature Reserve and increased use could impact on biodiversity

There are considerable uncertainties about the extent of previous land uses and levels
of mitigation which may or may not be necessary in order for this land to be suitable for
housing. The landscape in the southern and eastern areas has been assessed as
having a high sensitivity to change. The landscape to the western part of the site has
been assessed as having medium capacity to accept development and the smaller
area to the north as having medium to high capacity to accept development, however
the eastern area has been assessed as having low capacity.

Landscape mitigation of the impact of the development would be required particularly
in the south and east of the site, which has been assessed as being highly sensitive to
change . Avoidance of development in the flood zones and a buffer to reduce the impact

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

on the Local Nature reserve would be needed. The extent of mitigation measures that
would be required as a result of previous land uses (landfill) are unknown at the current
time. The site is not large enough to generate the dwelling capacity required to sustain
a full range of neighbourhood facilities. Were development to come forward in this
location provision would need to be made meeting local convenience needs and
contributing to increasing primary and secondary school capacity.

This site is not considered suitable to take forward.Conclusion
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Hat1

Location: North West of Hatfield

Possible Broad LocationHat1Site Reference

131.4HaSite AreaC (PG35)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

Agriculture, horse
grazing and light
industry.

Current UseX: 521,975.916

Y: 210,517.287

OS Grid Reference

2019/20 to 2028/29Proposed Phasing2000Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

The site contains two Areas of Archaeological Significance, one Right of Way crosses
the site north to south and another abuts the south west boundary. Part of site is Grade
2 Agricultural. Grade II Listed building lies within the site. Lies within the sand and gravel
belt.

Designations and
Constraints

More than one landowner involved but these are willing to work together and phasing
could be managed to suit housing land supply requirements. Site falls within Flood Zone
1, with the lowest risk of flooding. Sewerage and transport capacity (A1(M) junctions

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

and local road network) will be key considerations for this location. Size of location (with
an estimated capacity for 2,000 dwellings) would be sufficient to deliver a mix of housing
types and tenures including provision for a new Gypsy and Traveller site. Landscape
has been assessed as having medium sensitivity to change and medium capacity for
change. Concerns around potential for coalescence at the northern end of site with

17- Land for Housing Outside Urban Areas
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Stanborough. The A1(M), along the eastern boundary, creates a source of visual and
noise intrusion. Landowner committed to maintaining influence over the standard of
design. The scale of the proposed development should be sufficient to provide a full
range of local facilities to create a sustainable new neighbourhood. New facilities could
also be accessible to residents in the adjacent Garden Village neighbourhood area and
development in this location would have good connectivity to recent new development
in this part of Hatfield. A potential site for minerals but not a preferred site in the Minerals
Plan. Upgrades to sewerage network may be required.

Development at this location will need be carefully planned to avoid coalescence with
Stanborough and also to manage intrusion (noise and visual) relating to the A1(M). With
this in mind, housing should not be planned for along the eastern and northern

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

boundaries. Instead, strong landscape buffers would be required in these locations to
create separation and new green infrastructure. Additional landscaping will be required
to mitigate the impact of development on the landscape and create wildlife corridors.
Other green infrastructure such as allotments, areas for play etc may also be required.
Archaeological assessment needed at early stage due to presence of AAS on part of
site. Phasing to take account of the need to extract minerals for which planning
permission will be required. Grade II Listed Building would need to be retained and
development surrounding this building should be sensitive to its setting. Essential that
development of this scale delivers a new neighbourhood centre to meet the day to day
convenience needs of new residents together with services such as a new primary
schools and access to health services. Creation of good connectivity with existing
communities and to employment areas. Development here would need to address
issues of highway capacity, junction capacity with the A1(M), sewage, transport and
education (including secondary school capacity) and other infrastructure requirements.
A sustainable transport strategy would be needed to create new public transport links,
encourage walking and cycling and offset the increase in car journeys. Development
on this scale should seize the opportunity for decentralised energy supply. Infrastructure
provider has identified the need for a new 33kv sub-station to support growth north of
Hatfield. Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems will be required to manage and minimise
any future flood risk.

To be taken forward in an Area Action Plan in accordance with Emerging Core Strategy
policy CS18.

Implementation

The land available in this location provides the potential to create a sustainable new
neighbourhood although this will result in demands on infrastructure. Land is available
and landowners are willing to work together. Considered suitable to take forward as a
Broad Location for growth.

Conclusion
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Hat2

Location:West of Hatfield

Possible Safeguarded LandHat2Site Reference

55.6HaSite Area:D (PG36)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

Country parkCurrent Use:X: 520,426.093OS Grid Reference

Y: 209,424.908

Beyond the plan
period

Proposed
Phasing:

1,400Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

The site forms part of the Ellenbrook Fields country park. It is located in the Green Belt
and falls within theWatling Chase Community Forest area. It adjoinsWildlife Site WS84
(also an Ancient Woodland). The northern end of the site consists of Grade 2 Agricultural

Designations and
Constraints

Land. The north west boundary abuts an Area of Archaeological Significance. The entire
site is a preferred area for future mineral workings in the Hertfordshire Minerals Local
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Plan 2007. This is a strategic minerals site, likely to be required to make up the balance
of the County’s contribution to the regional apportionment for the plan period (to 2016)
and the land bank period beyond.

Single landowner. The scale of development (estimated at around 1,400 dwellings)
should support the delivery of a mix of housing types and tenures. Proposer envisages
housing along with a “village centre” and two primary schools. Development would need

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

to be phased to allow for the extraction of strategic mineral reserves for which planning
permission does not yet exist. Loss/relocation of the country park would be a significant
issue. Green Belt boundary being proposed would be somewhat artificial. The landscape
has been assessed as having a high sensitivity to change and a low capacity to
accommodate development. Development is likely to have an adverse effect on the
quality, open character and value of the area. The site is detached from the town of
Hatfield and from any neighbourhood centre. Day to day convenience needs are likely
to be highly car dependent, unless this can be provided for as part of any proposal. Its
relationship to existing development may be a barrier to good connectivity between
existing and new communities. Development will generate a need for additional primary
and secondary school places as well as other infrastructure requirements such as health
facilities and electricity supply. Access and highway capacity including junctions with
the A1(M) would need to be satisfactorily addressed.

Development here would need to address issues of highway capacity, junctions 3 and
4 of the A1(M), sewage, transport and primary and secondary schools capacity and
other infrastructure requirements. Creation of a defensible Green Belt boundary. Strategic

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

minerals will need to be extracted before any development could take place. Planning
permission first needs to be secured for this. To avoid the loss of an existing green
infrastructure asset, the remainder of the country park to the south-west of the site would
need to be enhanced and possibly supplemented by other land in the vicinity to take
account of additional housing development before new housing is delivered. Creation
of good connectivity with existing communities. Significant landscaping to mitigate the
impact of development on the landscape. Proposal would need to make provision for
the convenience shopping needs of residents.

In accordance with Emerging Core Strategy Policy CS4 “Green Belt boundaries and
Safeguarded Land” and CS19Ellenbrook Fields Country Park and Safeguarded land.
Site and approach to phasing to be identified in the Site Allocations document.

Implementation

There are significant issues that make this site less suitable than other options for
development during the plan period. If it were to come forward in conjunction with HAT1
it would be very likely to place an unacceptable strain on the highway network These

Conclusion

issues would need to be overcome in order for this site to come forward for development
This site is only considered to be suitable as Safeguarded Land for development beyond
the plan period.
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Hat3

Location:West of Ellenbrook

Possible Urban ExtensionHat3Site Reference

Total 10.4ha of
which 7.3 ha is
within Welwyn
Hatfield

Site AreaE(PG37)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

AgricultureCurrent UseX: 520,655.035OS Grid Reference

Y: 207,736.275

2019/20 to 2023/24Proposed Phasing175 of which 115
would fall within
Welwyn Hatfield

Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Site is within the Green Belt. Majority of site is classified as Grade 2 Agricultural Land.
It falls within the Watling Chase Community Forest policy designation. Listed Buildings
close to south east of the site on Wilkins Green Lane. Part of site within St Albans City
and District Council boundary.

Designations and
Constraints

The site has good access to Hatfield Road and is well served by public transport, making
it more accessible to local services and facilities than other land within this broad location
(see following plans). A small part of the site is within St Albans District Council, but if

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

this land was developed alongside land within Welwyn Hatfield, a defensible Green Belt
boundary could be created to the west. The landscape in this area has been assessed
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as having medium sensitivity to change and medium capacity to accommodate change.
There are sewerage capacity problems in this area, so upgrades will be required. Also,
local primary schools capacity would have to be addressed.

Development here would need to address issues of sewerage capacity and primary
school capacity. The landowner proposes 230 dwellings, however, a figure of 175
dwellings is considered to be more realistic in order to avoid adversely affecting the

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

setting of a grade 2 listed building located to the south east of the site but this includes
land in St Albans. Land within only Welwyn Hatfield Borough has an estimated capacity
for 115 dwellings. The creation of defensible Green Belt boundary would need to include
development in St Albans.

In accordance with emerging Core Strategy Policy CS4 “Green Belt boundaries and
Safeguarded Land”. Site and approach to phasing to be identified in the Site Allocations
document. Land within St. Albans would need to be identified and brought forward by
St Albans City and District Council as part of their Local Plan .

Implementation

Considered suitable to take forward as an urban extension in phase 3/4 of the plan
period.

Conclusion
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Hat4

Location: South of Ellenbrook

Other LandHat4Site Reference

6.2HaSite AreaE (PG37)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

AgricultureCurrent UseX: 520,655.035OS Grid Reference

Y: 207,736.275

N/AProposed Phasing155Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Site is within the Green Belt. Majority of the site is classified as Grade 2 Agricultural
Land. It falls within the Watling Chase Community Forest policy designation. Listed
Buildings close to north/north east of the site on Wilkins Green Lane.

Designations and
Constraints

This site has an estimated capacity for 155 dwellings. This location would be severed
from Hatfield by the A414 and A1(M) and there are known highway constraints with
access from the A414. Development on this site would have poor accessibility to

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

schools, shops or GP services. The site is adjacent to the Alban Way Cycle Route.
The landscape in this area has been assessed as having medium sensitivity to change
and medium capacity to accommodate change. There are sewerage capacity problems
in this area, so upgrades will be required. Also, local primary schools are at capacity
so this matter would have to be addressed as part of any development proposal.

Development here would need to address issues of sewerage capacity and primary
school capacity A sustainable transport strategy would be needed to offset the increase
in car journeys and poor public transport links.

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

Land in this location is not considered suitable to take forward.Conclusion
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Hat5

Location: North of Roehyde

Other LandHat5Site Reference

14.8HaSite AreaE (PG37)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

AgricultureCurrent UseX: 520,655.035OS Grid Reference

Y: 207,736.275

N/AProposed Phasing370Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Site is within the Green Belt. Majority of site is classified as Grade 2 Agricultural Land.
The south west boundary of the site abuts a Wildlife Site and the south east boundary
is covered by Flood Zones 2 and 3. It falls within the Watling Chase Community Forest
policy designation.

Designations and
Constraints

Development in this location (with an estimated capacity for 370 dwellings) would be
severed from Hatfield by the A414 and A1(M). There are known highway constraints
with access from the A414. Development in this location would have poor accessibility

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

to schools, shops and GP services. The site is adjacent to the Alban Way Cycle Route.
The landscape in this area has been assessed as having medium sensitivity to change
and medium capacity to accommodate change. There are sewerage capacity problems
in this area.. Local primary schools are at capacity so this matter would have to be
addressed as part of any development proposal. The southern edge of Hat5 is unsuitable
for development as it is designated as flood zone 3. Landowner also considers the site
is suitable for employment uses.
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Measures would need to be taken to protect the adjacent Ellen Brook and to avoid
development in areas in Flood Zones 2 and 3. Majority of site could incorporate SUDs
to control the quality and quantity of surface water run-off. Development here would

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

need to address issues of sewerage capacity and primary school capacity. A sustainable
transport strategy would be needed to offset the increase in car journeys and poor public
transport links.

Land in this location is not considered suitable to take forward.Conclusion
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WeG8

Location: South of Hatfield (north of Welham Green)

Other LandWeG8Site Reference

13.4 HaSite AreaF (PG38)Issues and Options Paper Possible
Broad Location Ref

Central Resources
Library and Special
School

Current UseX: 522,681.291

Y: 206,205.213

OS Grid Reference

N/AProposed Phasing340Estimated Number of Dwellings

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2012

Green Belt. The site contains one Wildlife Site, which is a protected species area at
Southfields School and is adjacent to another on its southern boundary. There are public
footpaths adjoining the eastern and southern edges of the site and a restricted byway

Designations and
Constraints

to the west. The Central Resources Library and a special needs school are located
on-site. The school would be retained. The site contains two ponds. Site falls within
theWatling Chase Community Forest policy designation. Land in this location is subject
to proposals for the provision of a waste management facility, which is the landowners
preferred use for this site.

One landowner. This area has an estimated capacity for 340 dwellings. However,
development for housing could only occur if a proposed waste management facility is
not constructed on the site. Sewage system near capacity. The indications are that if

Assessment of
Suitability and
Availability

the waste facility were to be built, the road capacity serving this location would be unlikely
to accommodate housing as well hence the capacity for housing could be zero. Site is
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large enough for a mix of housing types and tenures. The landscape at this broad
location has been assessed as having medium sensitivity to change and medium
capacity to accommodate change. Whilst the site would adjoin an industrial area to the
east, it would be separated from Hatfield (some distance to the north) and from the
village of Welham Green (some distance to the south) with its services and facilities,
and would result in an incoherent Green Belt boundary. Most of the site would be beyond
easy walking distance of public transport services.

Development on this site would have to be sensitive to the presence of protected species
and the adjacent Wildlife Site. Proposals would need to address issues of sewerage
capacity.

Measures required
to address and
mitigate impacts

The landowner is in support of a proposal for a waste management facility to be
developed in this location and cannot provide certainty that land will be available for
housing. There is therefore considerable doubt that housing would be deliverable. Land
in this location is not considered suitable to take forward.

Conclusion
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LP* www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan2012

For Office Use Only

In order to inform the proposed settlement strategy and approach to safeguarded land and
Green belt boundaries in the Emerging Core Strategy, the council is carrying out consultation on
sites around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield. The consultation runs from Monday 12 November
2012 until Friday 18 January 2013. 

How to get involved
We want to hear your comments.  Please complete the form online at:
www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan2012. Alternatively you can complete this form and
return it by post to: Planning Policy, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, Council
Offices, The Campus, Welwyn Garden City, AL8 6AE.

The deadline for the receipt of responses is 4:45pm on Friday 18 January 2013.

Response Form
Land for Housing Outside 
Urban Areas

Question 1
Do your comments relate to             

Hatfield or               

Welwyn Garden City 

(Please tick box)
If your comment relates to another settlement you should be making representations to the 
Emerging Core Strategy.

Question 2
Referring to the consultation document, which site do your comments relate to? 
(Please state the relevant reference number as set out in the consultation document – 
for example WGC1)



Question 3
Would you support the use of this site for housing?      Yes No         

Question 5
Why do you consider this alternative site should be developed for housing? (It would be helpful if
you could submit a scaled plan clearly identifying the location and boundary of this alternative site
if it is not one of those sites listed in the consultation document).

Comments:

Question 4
Do you think that there is a better alternative       Yes No      
site that you would support for housing? 

If Yes, please state the address:

2

Planning for the future of Welwyn Hatfield



3

Question 5
How did you hear about this consultation? 

Direct email/letter Word of mouth

Newspaper Parish/Town Council 

Community group Website

Poster Facebook

Twitter LinkedIn

Library Other   

Question 6
We monitor the effectiveness of our consultation. Have you found this consultation helpful?  

Question 7
What do you think we can do to improve our consultation? 

Yes No 

Signature Date               /               /



Contact Details
Please supply the following contact details so that we can register your comments.
Please note that we are unable to accept anonymous comments.

Title First Name

Last Name

Address

Postcode:

Telephone Number

Email Address

Title First Name

Last Name

Address

Postcode:

Telephone Number

Email Address

Agent Contact Details

Name of Company
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Where to return the questionnaire
Please return the completed questionnaire by post to: Planning Policy, Welwyn Hatfield Borough
Council, Council Offices, The Campus, Welwyn Garden City, AL8 6AE.  All comments should be
received by the council no later than 4.45pm on Friday 18 January 2013.

If you have any questions, please contact Planning Policy by email
planningpolicy@welhat.gov.uk or on 01707 357532.



Monitoring
We use this information to ensure everyone gets fair access to council services.
However, you are not obliged to answer any of these questions.  Any personal
information will be treated in the strictest confidence.  No personal
information will be passed to a third party.

Do you live in the Borough? Do you work in the Borough?

Yes No      Yes No      

Do you represent an organisation or client? Are you?

Yes No               Male Female                

Which age group do you belong to? 

Under 16 16 - 24

25 - 34 35 - 44

45 – 54 55 - 64

65 - 79  80+   Prefer not to say

November 2012

Do you consider yourself to have a disability? 

No Yes                  

If yes, what is the nature of your disability?



I would describe myself as…

White - British Asian/ Asian British - Other

White - Irish Black/ Black British - Caribbean

White - Other Black/ Black British - African

Mixed - White and Black Caribbean Black/ Black British - Other

Mixed - White and Black African Chinese

Mixed - White and Asian Chinese - Other

Mixed - Other Gypsy

Asian/ Asian British - Indian Irish Traveller

Asian/ Asian British - Pakistani Other ethnic group

Asian/ Asian British - Bangladeshi Prefer not to say

Where English is not your first language, please specify your main language:

Are you? Please tick one box

Christian Muslim Hindu Sikh

Jewish Buddhist Other Prefer not to say None

I would describe my sexual orientation as…

Bisexual Gay Heterosexual Lesbian Prefer not to say

Monitoring

We want you to be able to access information and services as easily as possible, in ways that suit
you.  We can provide information in different formats or give other assistance where needed.
Please call 01707 357000 or email contact-whc@welhat.gov.uk.
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